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lnfluence of the lnterfqce ond Fiber
Spocing on the Frocture Behovior

of Glclss Motrix Composites
by T.E. Matikas,* P. Karput* R. Duttory+ and R. Kim*

Absltoct
. ln this rwrk, a nondatructiae nwthodology is Ptvoided to determine
: tprwnce of miovctacking in unidirectional SiC fber reint'wcrnbrittle
rc.' '"ilknte 

ilass) rutrk cdmpsita and to detect'inhnal qack in the
c\. sitq that didnot ru& tluatface of the spchwtrumethdo@
b hised on a combirution of sateral ultraffiric techniqua induding shur
fuck reflectiuity (SBN, bac*-reflected surface znaoe inuging and aaustb
mictosinyy, Tfu cotttposita uxd in this study une made with controlld

t'iber spacing consisting of regular anays ol eithn TiBz coated SIGMA
7240 u urlnnaatdSC96 ntonofiIanent fursinasri6 qffiicate
glasses. The combinations of diffaent constituents Tooided compos.ite
wmples utith oaious fiber matrix interface yoperties. The composites
anri subircted to aial Imding, and the stras in the conpsite when tn'.
tr;.* craiking t'irst occ,urs was daetmitud and compard with theoretical
aalua yooided by a semi-empiical model which can assume either a com-
pletely bonded (i. e. perfect) or completely unbonded (i. e. pure slip)

fiber-matrix interface. Rsults t'nm the tmsile data for dit't'*mt-glass.ma''trk 
compsite systems were also compared with data of inttface elastic

Wperty waluation using ulhasonic SBR technique, allowing invqtiga;
tion of lhe influmce of the ffuer4natria interfuu elastb Topaty, the wI-
umc fraction of the fhers, and tlu state of radial taidual stressa at the in-
terface, on the fracture behaoior of glass ttwtrk composita'
Kiryworils: ceramics, conposite tuterials, fracturc nuchaniu, glass ma-
trii ceramic composites, microcracks, micromechanics, nonilesttuctiue
' 
Tracterization, ultrasund -

r' )DUCnON
\ rhe initiation of maEix mioocracking in brittle matrix compos-

ites has beerr studied by several researchers in the past' The classic
ACK model (Aveston 6t a1.,1W3) provides an eaeigy criterion for
the propagation of a "steady state crack" in a fiber reinJorced com-
posite. Recent work (Barsoum et a]^,192) observed that thele is a
ielatiorship between the initiation of a matrix crack and the local
fiber spacing.

Recent analytical and experimental work (Kaw and Pagano,
1993; Kim and Pagano, 191; Pagano and Brown, 1993; Pagano and
Kim, 1994 and 1995) with glass-ceramic composites containing
Nicalon fibers in a calcium-aluminosilicate (CA9 matrix has zup
plied evidence that the increase in crack growth resistance noted in
iegions of high fiber volume fraction imp:lie higher microcrack ini-
tiition stresi levels for composites with uniiormly and closely
spaced fibers. An axisvmmetric concentric cylinder model was
G"a ff"g*o and Bro#n, 193) to describe thi secalled "full cell
cracking mode" which is a local fiber-bridging mode.
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Morc recsrtlv the matrix oack initiation process was character-
izd,by the observation of the progression 6f fracture in unidirec-
tional Nicalon-glass ceramic composites (Pagano and Kim, 1994
and 1995), and a semi-empirical model of the full cell cracking
mode was developed to approximate the makix cracking stress
under a monobnically increasing axial tensile stress.

The objective of this work is to characterize nondestructively,
the fiber-nianix interface elastic behavior of unidirectional borosifi-
cate glass/SiC fiber composite with controlled 6ber spacing. Fur-
ther, the effects of various interface propertie as well as residual
stresses arc ass€ss€d using the ultrarcnic SBR technique. The influl
ence of the interface on the compooite cracking stess (CCS, defined
as the applied composite stress at which matrix crack{g first oc-
curs) is also srudied by assessing the initiation of matrix microc-
racking under axial mechanical loading.

Elosficity Model- - 
The serni-empirical model (Pagano and Kim, 7994,7995) was

used to calculate the matrix axial stress for which microcracking
initiates in the matrir The basis of this model is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 and shows that regions with higher local fiber volume frac-
tion provide higher matix cracking stress, o,vr MCS, defined as the
stress in the rrafix at crack initiation).

The plot in Egure 1 presents the average values of precacked
matrix stress, orw versus average fiber spacing s, fot a CAS glass
ceramic compoeite with,10 percent Nicalon fibers after a series of
incremental foading in both tension and flexure (Pagano and Kim,
195). The curve in the solid line in Figure 1 derived from the equa-
tion of the semi-empirical model:

where a is the fiber radius and Krc is the sraEix frachue toughness
(1.84 MPa{rn for Nicalon/CAS composite)' Equation 1 represents
the relatioruhip between the tocal fiber spacing and the crack initi-
ation stress, and was developed by iomputing (Pagano and
Brown, 1993) the average sbess in the makix, oi4, when each qack

initiate using a four-phase concentsic cylinder model as shown in
Figure2

Cqlculqlion cd the Composile Crocking Stress
h order to compare the exPerimental results with the-predic-

tioru of the model, the rranix ciacking stress, orr'1, obtained from the
semi-empirical model must be convdrted to a composite cracking
shess, 6c, (Drttoru Pagano, Kim, zubmitted for publication). There
are two limiting cases for the value oc depending uPon the as-
sumed fiber-matrix interface properties:

(1)
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interface with complete load harsfer from the ma-
trix to thefiber.
I A sliding interface with no frictioO in which no load is trans-
ferred from the rrutrix to the fibers.

The composite matrix stres assuming a continuous interface
was determined using the concentric rylinder model, NDSANDS
Gagano, Thndon, 1988), to calculate the axial shess in the maeix
due to thermal loading, o" (T) (i.e. AT = 500 "C [932'Fl and o6 = Q
MPa), and the rnatrix sfress under a unit uniaxial composite stress
with no ther:cral load, oz'(9 (Le. AT= 0 oC [32'FJ and 6c = 1 MPa),
which represenb the percrntage of the composite stress ca:ried by
the matrix..The composite cracking stres is then given by the ex-
pression

(2) _ o,-oi(?")o'=-oF-

The composite makix stress assuming a sliding frictionles in-
' cace is givenby

69 = (7 -v) ou

where, in both case, ola is given by the expression
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and uJis thevolume fraction of fibers inthe composite, of=&/8,
which is used to calculate the required uniforsr fiber spacing s =
2b -D .

Experimenlol Procedure
The compooite aacking suress of the ceramic composite sample

was evaluated using incremental loading 0oad/listm/look). Fib€r
volume fractions were deterrnined wing the n:le of mixtures with
the moduli of the respective 6bers and matrix deterrrined from
separate tests. Axial and transverse strairu were measured using
strain gages. Free edge and flat surfaces of specimens were pol-
ished with diamond paste in order to enhance micoscopic innging
for cra& detection The upper and lowersurfacrs wele coated with
a thin layer of epoxy to reduce the dominance of surface flaws.
Acoustic ernission and photomicrographic techniques were em-
ployed for detection of initial matrix cracking. Photomicr,ographic
analysis was mainly used to veri$ the acoustic emission results
through physical observation of cracks. Additional information on
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Figure 2 - Four-phase concentic cylinder model to account oariable
ffuer spacing in an hexagonal anay.

the experiments can be found in the literature (Dutton et al., in
process; Pagano and Kim, 1995). Ultrasonic techniques were used
to detect the presence of surface qacks and internal cracks, and to
image the interface debonding due to microcracking and are re.
ported in this paper.

Somple Fobricolion
Different borosilicate glasses were used in this study, induding

7040 glass and two ctrstom glasses named 'E and '?' which were
supplied by Corning (average size -8 pm), with varying l<zo /Fzol
ratios Sero et al., 1991). The glass compositions were graded in
order to essentially vary the thermal expansion coefficient of the
glass while the elastic propertie remained the same. Therefore, be
cause of the mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficients be-
tween the different rypes of glasses andihe fibers, the resulting
residual radial thermal stesses at the interface after procesing vary
from tensile to compressive. Two different types of fibers were uti-
lized in the shrdy. Onewa a TiBz coated SIGMA1240 fiber with a di-
ameter of 102 pm and the other a carbon coated SC96 SiC fiber
with a diameter of 142 pnr- The borosilicate gless stsongly wets the

,TrBz coating of the SIGMA 1240 fiber but weakly wets the carbon
coating of the SC96 fib€r. This allowed the investigation of the ef-
fecis of bonding at the fiber-mabix interface on the initiation of ma-
trix microcracking.

The glasses were tape cast into green tapes with a relative densi-
ty of -ffi percent The green tapes were then cut into couporu and
laminated onto fiber mats with the deted regutar fiber spacing (7
or 48 fibers per crr). The volume fraction of fibers in the composite
was varied by altoing the thiclcress of the green tape and using the
tvvo different fiber spacings.After lamination the composites were
inserted into a tube furnace and vacuum sintered at 710 "C (1310
oF) for one hour..Jhe samples were thm hot iscstatically pressed at
650'C (J2V2 oD for 30 min wittr an applied prcssure of a5 MPa to
remove any residual porosiry (< 2 percent). The resuiting samples
were approximately 100 mm long by 20 mm wide (4 in. long by
0.78 in. wide) with a thid<ness of 2 mm (0.78 in.) (Gusta6on et al., in
press).

Deleclion of Motdx Microcrocking ond lnlertoce
Debondlng Using Ullrosonic Techniques

Following mechanical Estin& the specim€ns were ultrasonicaly
evaluated to deterrnine the initiation and accumulation of surface
as well as internal cracks, and also to assess the interfacial debond-
ing due to makix microcracking. Several ultrasonic techniques
were used in thiswork
I Scanning acoustic inicroscopy (SAM) (Blatt et al., 1993; and
Karpu et aJ.,795) at 50 MFIz was perfomrcd on the specimers to
invetigate the damage accumulation in themaaix aswell as thein-
terface integrity after mechanical testing. The principle of operation
of a SAM uanducer is based on the production and propagation of
surface acoustic waves (SAW) as a direct result of a combination of

(4) K," f no '=? {o * t
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the high curvahrre of the flrtrrsing lens of the bratrsducer auci the de
focus of the transducer into the sanrprlc. Tl're contrast of the inrages
obtained using SAM is based on the attenuation and reflection of
SA!V. In additibn, the sensitivity of the SAW signals to the surface
and subsurface features depends on the degree of defocus'

The defocus distance llso has another important effect on the
SAIV signal obtained by the'SAM trausdttcer: the degree of defoors
dictaies whether the SAW signal is weli separated from the specu-
lar reflection or interferes lvith it. Thr"rs, depending on the defocus,
the SAM technique can be used either to map the interference phe'
nomenon in the first layer of subsurface fibers or to map the surface
and subsurface features in the sample. Figure 3 shows a SAM
image of a SIGMA 1240/7O{0 unidirectional composite subjected to
tensile loading. Many matrix cracks are shown in the image per-
pendicular to the direction of the fibers. From the SAM image it ap-pears 

that there is not exte'nsive interface deboncling as a result of
the matrix cracking. That is, only local2ed interface debonding oc-
curs in the neighborhood of the cacks.

Figure 3 - llnidirectional SIGMA1240-7040 composite sample.
Scanning acottstic microscopy itnage showing matix microc.racking
and t'ibei-matrix intert'ace debond limited to the proximity ot' the matrix
cracks.

This localized debond.ing behavior of the interface in the case of
a SIGMA 1240/7M0 composite system indicates a strong interfacial
5ondine compared to the rveak interfacial bond of an KS-5/7040
co*poiite sho*., in Figure 4. Figure 4a sholvs an acoustic mi-

;copy image from a SC96/7040 unidirectional composite sam-
-c rvherein sJveral surfuce cracks are observed as well as extended
hber-matrix interface debond (the cracks are perpendicular to the
direction of the fibers as shown in Figure 4a). These indications
about the interfacial bonding were also confirmed by uitrasonic
evaluation of the fiber-matrix interface using SBR technique as de'
scriH in a later section of this paper. The above results u'ere con-
sistent with the fact that theborosilicate glass strongly wets theTi&
coaLing of the SIGMA 1240 fibers providing stronger_interfa.cial
bondiig, and weakly wets the carbon coating of the SC$6 fiber
providing weak interfacial bonding.
i Surfale acoustic wave (SAW) immersion imaging was imPle'
mented to detect the zurface cracks alone. An u-ltrasonic Eansducer
operating at25Nftlz in a pulse-echo mode was used in this study.
T1e ultra-sonic beam was incident on the surface of the specimen at
the Rayleigh angle and in the plane of the fibers (perpendicular.to
the cricks). The sample was scanned and the reflection from the
cracks rvas gated to image stuface cracks alone. Figure 4b shows the
surface wave image from the same SC96/7040 composite sample
as discussed before. Oniy the surface cracks were detected using
this technique and correspond one to one to the cracks also detect-
ed using aioustic microscopy (Figure 4a) as indicated by the ar-
rol!1s.
I Finally, a E MHzSBR technique (Karpur, et al., 1995;Matikas

Figure 4 -Unidirectional SCS-6-7M0 compwite wmple. b)
Sianning acoustic miooscopy image of the surface Aot' the composite
sample {hotaing surface oacks and extmsioe t'iber matix inlerfice . .
debond due to matrix mioocracking (the surface oacl<s are indicated by
numbers). (U Surface amte image of the surface Aot' the composite
sample obtained whsn second reflection ot' surface acoustic waoes was
moiitored for mapping.The image shottti surface lack alone (the
,onaponding niiksin sAu aia saw i*ages are indicated by . .
arrow). k) Shear waoe back reflectiaity image of the surface A of the
composite nmple shouting the presance of internal rraclcs in addition to
the iurface qack. Both surfaces of the composite sample wo9 image(
and $ compaing the surface Aand surface B, the ttatrix microcrack
that ire comBl,et{Iy inside'the composite panel and did not ruch either
surface ot' tlte saiple were detected. (d) SBR image ot' the surface B of
the composite wmple.

and Karpur, 7992 and 1993a) was used to detect the presence of in-
ternal cricks in addition to cracks that reached the surface of the
specimen. In this case, oblique incidence shear waves (incidence
o? the ult asonic beam betw6en the first and the second critical an-
gles of the glass matrix material) in the plane of the fibers werc re-
hectea Aori the cracla back to the hansducer. Figure 4c shows the
SBR image of th e 5/l'96 /7A40 composite sample (same surface as in
Figures 4a and 4b). The six surface cracks cin be observed in this
im-age producing stronger back-refl ection than,several internal
.rac[s. The ctuck-ntrmbefod 6 starts at the surface in one side of the
sample and propagates intemally to the other side. Similarly for the
cra.i, n"mUit"d c]Cracks t and z are connected to intemal cracks
with microqacks at 45 degree to the h'ber axis. Figure 4d shows the
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back surface 0abeled B) of the same composite sample. By compar-
ing Figures 4c and 4d, the existence of conrpletely irrternal cracks
that did not reach either surface A or B of the cornposite (ftlll cell
cracks) can be demorutrated

The ultrasonic methodology described above is shown to be ef-
fective in detecting the presetrce of new microcracks in brittle nra-
trix composites when it is used to inrage conrposiie sanrples after
each cycle of the mechanical tests. Therefore, the technique can be
used to detect initiation events in a composite and to obtain an ac-
curate plot of the number of new cracks versus load,

Ultrosonic Choroclerizqlion of the Fiber-Molrix Interfoce
Region

Shear-wave back reflectivity technique at 25 MHz was used to
image and quantify the stilfness of the fiber/matrix interface region
for both SIGMA 1240 and SC$6 fibers embedded in7%0 glass as
well as in glass E and giass F. The technique corsists of interrogaF
ing the interface with an ulfrasonic beam incident on the specimen
between the first and second critical angles of the matrix so that
only mode converted shear waves are incident on the fiber perpen-
rlr-:ular to its circumference, as shown in Figure 5. A theoretical
:,''del Matikas and Karpur, 1993a) was developed which aids in
th' termination of various experimental Parameters such as the
fru, --ncy of ultrasowrd and angle of incidence while providing the
relatioruhips necessary to interpret the experimental results. The
theoretical model considers the reflection of an ultrasonic wave
front from fibers embedded in a matrix. For the development of the
theoretical model, the interface befween the matrix and the fiber is
modeled by assuming continuity of normal and shear stresses and
normal displacements at the interface, and by allowing the discon-
Hnuify of shear displacemmts at the interface. It is assumed that the
vibration is transmitted instantaneously from one medium to the
other by weightless shear springs with an equivalent rigidity of Ns
(MPa/pm), which defines the shear stiffness coefficient of the inter-
face. Accordingiy, the interface conditions are:

{oP} = 0

(orl = 0

(uP) = 0

qr=JV5 o [i l l

. -r€r€ th€ superscripts P and T denote the normal and tangential

Figure 5 - Configuration ot' the shwr back reflectioity technique used
fo t'iber-matrix interface a.nluation.
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displacements/sfresses respectively; the brackets denote the itttnp
of a function across the interface, and the braces denote the vcclon-
al resultant ofstresses at the interface. In this study, the al, ' ive
modei has been used to assess the interfacial properiies i11 5svtrril
conrposite systems. ln tNs analysis, the ultrasonic beam is cotrrtd-
ered to be incident on the composite such tirat the refracted w'r'/e t5
alrvays normai to the fiber circumference (Figure 5). The angle r ,l itr-
cidence is such that the refracted shear waves 31s In6idsnl on tlre
fibers and reflected back to the transducer. The reflection cari be
quantified by the shear back-reflection coefficient (SBRC) froni the
fiber as shown in Eguation 4. This can be calculated after sol'rtng
thewave equation using the boundary conditions described ptrcvi-
ously:

(4) SBRC = Tu Rr Tw

where the terms on the right hand side of the equation are funcdors
of the properties of the marrix and the fiber;ihe diameter crf the
fiber, the angle of incidence, the ultrasonic frequenry of interrtga-
tion, and the interfacial shear stiffness coefficient (Ns) which ie the
amount of elastic shear stress transferred through the interface per
unit of relative displacerrent, and represents the ratio of shear d.rocl-
ulus of the interphase sraterial and the thickness of the interptuse
region Karpur et al., 1995).

An example of the theoretical relationship between the ultrd$on-
ic back-reflection coefficient and shear properfy of the interface re-
gion for an ulkasonic frequency of interrogation of 25 MHz iS ob-
iained from the modei-(Mafikas and Karpur (1993a) a*<l is
illuslrated in Figure 6 for fwo composite sysiems: SIGMA 1240-
glass E and SCSGglass E Similar th-eorcticai curyes were obtaitned
for SC96 and SIGMA 1240 fibers embedded in 7040 and F glasses.

Figure 7 shows the ulbasonic images of two different glas'> ce-
ramic composites as fabricated (prior to any mechanical testing) ob-
tahed usirig the SBR technique lt 25 MFIz-and with an angle rd in-
cidence of 19 degrees Matikas et al., submitted for publicati'>n)'
Figure 7a shows the image of a SIGMA 1240-glass E compr.'stte
where the interface is uniformly formed due'to the fa6f tl61- the
glass strongly wets the fiber. Figrire 7b shows the image of a SC*
glass E composite. ln thjs case, partial interface debonding is ob-
served because the glass weakly weE the fiber.

The details on the experimental procedure for the measulef,ent
of the interfacial stiffness Matikas and Karpw 1993b) are sumrlrra-
rized below. The ultrasonic signal back-rbflected from the frrber
is fust digitized. A refermce signal is then obtained fiom a referience
block made from the matrix material. The reference block is fabri-
cated with a specific geometry so that if the ultrasonic bea*r is

Figure 5 - Amplitude of the back-reflection coffiient at 25 MHz;
aersus interface shwr stifuas coet'ficimt t'or two dift'erent cornrysit,e
systans made tpith the sme matrix material (glass il and dift'erarti
t'ibos 6CS-5 nnd SIGMA1240.
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Composite
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Reflection
coefficient

0.390
0.383
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0.423
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incident on its surface with the same angle of incidence that was
ussl to interrogate the embedded fiber h the composite, the beam
is perpendicular to one side of the block which is sealed with air.
Therefore, the back reflected signal from the reference block con-
tains the total reflection from a path in the matrix material of similar
length. The ratio oI the signal from the fiber and the reference in the
Fourier domain at a specific frequency (EMHz was selected in this
case based on infonnafion obtained from the analysis lMatikas and
Karpur, l993al) glves a direct measurement of the reflection coeffi-
cient. The interface shear stiffness coefficient is then obtained using
the theoretical curves shown in Figure 6, and the results are tabulat-
ed in Table 1.

Tqble I Volues of the interfoce sheor stiffnes coefficients
obtoined from experimentolly meosured
bock-reflection coefficients for six different gloss
ceromic composiles

As can be seen from Table 1, the experimental results for the in-
terfacial stiffness of the various composite systems indicate that
since SICMA/7040 and SIGMA/F composites have compressive
radial residual slresses at the interface and the glass matrix shongly
wets the fiber coating the interface has a higher value of stiffness
coefficient. ln the case of these composites, the ultrasonic back re
flection coefficient rvas found to be turiform along the length of the
fibers, i.e., the daia scatter in the u-ltrasonically measured interfacial
stiffness was very small as shown in Thble 1 and Figure 8. katter in
ultrasonicaily measured interfacial stiffness means that the back-re.
flected ultrasonic amplitude (which is used to determine the inter-
facia.l shear stiffness coefficient) varies from point to point along the
length of the fiber and is an indication of the lack of uniformity of
the interface along the length of the fiber. Also, the fiber-matrix in-
terface in the case of a SIGMA-E composite (tensile radial residual
shress) has lower interfacial shear stiifness compared to SIGMA-
7040 and SIGMA-F composites. In this case the scatter in the ulba-
sonicatly measured interface stiffness was high as shown in Figure
8 indicating the possibility of partial interface debonding. Further,
SC$6 reinJorced gtass mabix (7W,E or D composites @lasses do
not strongly wet the carbon coating of the SC95 fiber) have low
values of interfucial shear stilfness coefficient ln the case of SC96F
and SC967040 composites the interface was uniform and the rat-
ter in the r:lhasonicaily measured interfacial shear stiffness was low
compared to the data high scatter of the SCSGE composite (Figure
8).

The nondestructive evaluation of the fiber-matrix interface can
be summarized as follows: SIGMA-7040, SIGMA-E, SCSGE and
ffi7040 composites have a continuous interface, SIGMA-E and
SC9'GE composites have possible partial debonding. The fiber-ma-
trix interface in the case of SIGMA-7O[0 and SIGMA-F composites
was found tobe stifier than in the case of SCSGF, SCSG7010 com-
posites. These observations were compared with experimerrtal re'
su-le of the composite ca&ing shess as discussect in the following
section.

Experimentol Resulls on the Composile Clocking Slless
The composite cracking stress was measured for a variety of

glass ceramic composites made with SIGMA1240 and SC96 fiben.
'Ihe material prope*ies of the constituents of the composites used
in this study are shown in Table 2. Due to the mismatch in thermal
expansion coefficients, cr, given in Table 2 for the dj.fferent comPos-
ite constituents, the calculated precrack radial stresses at the
fiber-matrix interface range from iompressive for the composites
with 7040 glass makix (- -77 lvtPd, almost zero for the F giass (-
-{.3 MPa), to tensile for the E glass (- 5 MPa). The experimental re-
suls for the composiie cracking slress and model predictions are
presented in Table 3 and plotted in Figures 9a and 9b.

Figure 8:The interfacinl shear stffiess coefficimt (Nd /or the oaio-us
gliss cernmic matrix compwita.The enor bars intlicate the scatter in-the 

measurement of Nsalong the length of the t'ibers embedded in the
glass nntix.
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Figure 7 -Utrasonic shear back reflectioity imaging showing (d a
uiit'orm interfuce in the case of a SIGMA724}-GIass-E conrySite, and
ft) a partially debonded interface in the case of a SCS6-GIass-E
comwsite.
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Toble 2 Moleriol properties I An upper bound showing the matrix cracking stress when there
is a perfect interface between the matrix and the fiber and if no
rcsidual sbess€s were present after processing.
I A lower bound where there is no bonding befween the matrix
and the fiber.

As can be seen, the effect of residual thermal sbesses due to pro-
cessing is to lower the level of sbess at which initial matrix craiking
occurs-in the glass matrix

Table 3 and Figure 9a show that the semi-empirical model with
a continuous interface agrees well with the ergerimmtal resulb for
the 7040 and F glasses (compressive rarrial residual strrss) but over-
estimates the E glass (tersile radial residual sh,ess). Table 3 and Fig-
ure 9b show that most of the experimental data are close to the
lower bound model prediction with a sliding frictionless interface
(i.e. debonded interface). This is because the borosilicate glasse do
not shongly wet the carbon coating of the SCg6 fibers, therefore,
the fiber'mahix interface is relatively weak, possibly allowing inter-
facial slip to ocurr.

The nondestnrctive evaluation of the interfacial stiffness is in
agreemmt with the experimenbl results as discussed in the previ-
ous sectioru

Toble 3 Predictions on the composite crocking stres (CCS)
using the semiempiricol model of full cell crocking
mode ond experimentol doto

,,-. Figures 9a and 9b illuslrate the results from Table 3 for the
' 'iMA 1240 and SCfu nbers in the borosilicate glass makices. The

se- .mpirical model aszumes two bounds:

Figure 9 - Model and experimental results t'or (a) SIGMA1240 fbers,
and (U SCS-5 frbers.The lotaer bound in tlu theoreticnl cunta
indicates pure slip.
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724
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104

30
JJ

JO

1n

u
28

22

SCS-6 fibers

Vy(Vo)

Conclusion
In this papef, an ultrasonic nondestrucfive methodology has

been presented and shown to be effective for detection of the prcs-
mce of misocracking and for monitoring of darnge accumulation
in glass cratrix ceramic compos:ite. Furtlrer, the methodology pro-
vides imaging of internal matrix cracks in addition to surface
cracks, and also can detect fiber-matrix interface debonding in a
precrack mode as well as aJter matsix miqocracking occtrs. Anoth-
er ultrasonic nondestrrctive teclnique has also been presented for
the characterization of the fiber-matrix interface elastic behavior
through the quantification of a parameter so-call$ the "interface
shear stilfness coef6cieat" From the res,.rlts presented in this paper,
it can be conduded that there is a sbong correlation between pre
dictions of the semiempirical model, experimentally measured
composite cracking stness (whidr is a measurernent of the ftacture
behavior of the composites) for various glass matrix composites

32
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with variable fiber volume fraction and inierface properties, and

the ultrasonically characterized interface elastic behavior.
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